MAHARASHTRA SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LIMITED
(A Government of Maharashtra Undertaking)
"Krupalini", 9 Watschand Hirachand Marg, Ballard Estate,
Mumbai - 01. Tel : 22611121/22/22/22614929.

TENDER NOTICE

Tender No. MSIDC/MARK/COLLECTOR/RETENDER/1014-15/01

Online tenders are invited from the eligible & competent SSU units registered
with Dy. Director, Industries, MSIDC, as a manufacturer of tender items for
Providing PVC Panel Furniture & allied works to be executed at the
office of the Collector, Mumbai. Estimated Cost : Rs.17.36 lac.

The prospective bidders can download the blank tender form 15.05.2015 to 29.05.2015 up to 3.00 p.m. from the website
https://msidc.maharashtra.gov.in only after depositing
Rs.2000/- + 12.5% VAT. Rs.2250/- towards cost of blank tender form
through online payment gateway.

Right to accept or reject any or all the tender without assigning any
reason thereof is reserved by the corporation.

Place: Mumbai
Date: 15.05.2016

Dy. Manager (Mktg)
TENDER NOTICE

Tender No. MSDEDC/N/DC/collect or/E-TENDER/2016-17/01

Online tenders are invited from the eligible & competent SSI units registered with Dy. Director, Industries, DCC, as a manufacturer of tender items for providing PVC Panel Furniture. A detailed work to be executed at the office of the Collector, Mumbai. Estimated Cost: Rs. 17.20 lakhs.

The prospective bidders can download the blank tender form 15.05.2015 to 29.05.2015 upto 3.00 p.m. from the website https://msdecd的步伐/stances.in only after depositing Rs. 2000/- + 12.5% VAT, Rs. 2500/- towards cost of tender taker form through online payment gateway.

Right to accept or reject any or all the tender without assigning any reason thereof is reserved by the corporation.

Place: Mumbai
Date: 15.05.2015

Dy. Manager (Midg)